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November 22, 2005 
 
 
 
Mr. Garry Beaty 
Chief Information Officer 
City of Boise 
150 North Capitol Blvd. 
Boise, Idaho  83701 
 
 
Dear Garry: 
 
PTI is pleased to present the Information Technology Strategic Plan to the City of Boise.  This final report 
documents the analysis, findings, and recommendations from our work conducted from June through 
October of this year.   
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you, the project’s steering committee members, and other 
City staff involved in this project.  Your collective interest, participation, feedback, and effort helped 
drive the creation of this plan.   
 
Please call me at (425) 881-3991 with any questions or concerns about this deliverable. 
 
 
Thanks and best wishes, 

 
 
Mike Silverman 
Co-Chief Executive Officer 
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INTRODUCTION 

In June of 2005, the City of Boise (the City) engaged 
Pacific Technologies, Inc. (PTI) to prepare a city-wide 
information technology (IT) strategic plan. PTI 
conducted this exercise in partnership with a project 
steering committee consisting of senior management 
representatives from all City departments. This group 
provided critical guidance to our team throughout the 
project. 
 
PTI supported the effort through interviews, focus 
groups, and workshops involving over 200 
stakeholders1. Our team also gathered and analyzed 
documentation related to IT planning, policies, and 
procedures, and city-wide planning initiatives, such as 
the City of Boise Strategic Plan. Finally, our 
consultants analyzed quantitative data related to city-
wide IT spending and support and examined the City’s 
current network architecture and application portfolio. 
 
PTI’s approach to technology planning revolves around 
four critical dimensions of IT: 
♦ Applications – the software used to support the 

City’s business functions 

♦ Service Delivery – the city-wide organizational 
structure and staffing approach to supporting 
applications and infrastructure 

♦ IT Decision Making – the processes for making 
city-wide IT investment decisions 

♦ Technical Infrastructure – the databases, hardware, 
and networks deployed to support the applications 

 
                                                           
1 Appendix A provides a list of participants. 

These four dimensions served as a common thread 
through the project’s three major phases: 

 Assessment – PTI conducted an evaluation of the 
current IT position across the four IT dimensions and 
identified major strategic IT issues the City must 
resolve.  

 Strategy Development – In partnership with the 
project’s steering committee, PTI leveraged the 
information collected in the assessment and 
developed recommendations for addressing the 
central issues. We also established an IT goal state. 

 Implementation Planning – Based on the 
recommendations from the previous phase, PTI 
created a workplan that defines a key set of projects 
intended to implement the recommendations. 

 
Overall, this work provides the City of Boise with a 
“blueprint” for the future of IT with the ultimate 
objective of moving the City from its current 
technological position to the agreed-upon IT goal state. 
 
It should be noted that this report represents a 
“snapshot” of the state of IT at the time the work was 
done, and may not reflect activity after October of 
2005. As circumstances change, the City’s IT priorities 
must also accommodate those changes. Accordingly, 
this plan should be treated as a living document, 
reviewed annually, and revised as necessary. 
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The remainder of this chapter summarizes the results of 
the planning effort, as follows: 

A. IT Plan Summary 

B. Strategic Issues and Recommendations 

C. Recommended Projects and Costs 

D. Conclusion 
 
A. IT PLAN SUMMARY 

Background 

While the City recently completed a city-wide strategic 
plan, it does not have a strategic “roadmap” for 
information technology investments. Given the 
historically “siloed” nature of decisions at the City, it 
comes as no surprise that IT investments have had little 
coordination across departments. Correspondingly, 
Boise has a fractured application portfolio, and a highly 
decentralized approach to managing IT assets and staff. 
 
Today, the City finds itself facing a number of potential 
problems related to IT, including redundant IT services 
and infrastructure investments, staffing inefficiencies, 
and an expensive application portfolio which has failed 
to meet expectations for productivity improvement in 
key areas. In response to these issues, and with a desire 
for a more strategic IT future, the City initiated this 
comprehensive IT planning effort.  
 
Strengths 

While projects of this type necessarily focus on areas 
needing improvement, our assessment also brought to 
light many positive aspects of IT at the City – elements 
that should be acknowledged and built upon. 

Most notably: 
♦ The City has hired a CIO and made IT a separate 

department – indicating Boise’s commitment to 
providing IT leadership and addressing IT issues. 

♦ The help desk is perceived as helpful and 
professional – important progress has been made 
toward building a qualified help desk and extending 
services across the City. 

♦ Significant GIS layer development has occurred – 
making useful maps and geospatial data widely 
available. 

♦ Several departments have installed “best-of-
breed” applications – meaning that powerful 
capabilities are potentially available to well-trained 
users. 

♦ Workstation and server hardware is relatively 
current and network standards are in place – in 
combination with a rich application portfolio, current 
hardware means that staff has the basic IT tools they 
need to do their jobs. 

♦ Airport infrastructure is well planned and 
implemented – giving the City an IT asset that it 
may be able to employ more broadly. 
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Key Concerns 

While the City of Boise has these significant strengths 
to build upon, this study also highlighted the following 
major concerns: 
♦ Overall, the “siloed” City culture and lack of 

coordinated governance has led to inefficiencies in 
IT staffing, infrastructure, and application use – 
opportunities for improvement exist.  

♦ Some specific organizational factors impede 
effective and efficient IT support: 

• Responsibility for IT management and service 
delivery is highly distributed at the City – 
approximately 50% of IT-titled staff report 
outside the I&T department, including many 
individuals providing infrastructure-related 
“utility” services such as workstation support, 
network and server administration, etc. 

• There is a lack of role clarity between central 
and departmental IT staff – resulting in 
inconsistencies in service delivery and increasing 
the potential for security problems and unplanned 
downtime. 

♦ The City does not have an architected application 
portfolio and under-utilizes software functionality 
– the lack of an architected portfolio means that 
Boise’s application spending may not align well with 
overall City objectives and that applications lack 
necessary integration. Under-utilization indicates that 
the City is not realizing the maximum return on its 
software investments. 

♦ Data centers and network infrastructure have 
evolved in an organic fashion – services are spread 
across the City, making it difficult to achieve 

economies of scale in commodity areas such as 
file/print and email, and providing insufficient 
network connectivity to remote sites. For instance, 
the City’s 110 servers are housed in over 20 different 
physical locations, ranging from environmentally 
controlled server rooms to storage closets. 

 
Key Solutions 

To address these concerns – and meet future needs – 
PTI recommends the following key strategies: 
♦ Strengthen the CIO position and implement the 

recommended IT decision-making model and 
associated roles and responsibilities – this will 
improve IT leadership, clearly assign responsibility 
for core standards and IT security, and break down 
the historic decision-making silos. 

♦ Reorganize IT service delivery at the City, 
centralizing all infrastructure-related services 
while retaining business application support 
within the departments – this will allow the City to 
achieve economies of scale in delivery of commodity 
services, while retaining business-unit specific 
support in the departments, close to the end users. It 
will also help the City reduce IT overhead and 
increase the specialization of IT staff.  

♦ Fill automation gaps and seek to improve the use 
of existing applications – procure software to 
support business needs in areas where automation is 
lacking, including customer relationship 
management, on-line service delivery, and public 
safety scheduling. Improve value received from 
PeopleSoft by increasing training and working to 
eliminate manual processes and shadow applications 
that surround the package. 
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♦ Reduce the number of data centers and 
consolidate servers – eliminate redundant hardware 
and take a more centralized approach toward 
managing network infrastructure for added security 
and long-term cost savings.  

 
B. STRATEGIC ISSUES AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section highlights the primary strategic IT issues 
facing the City. The following issues identify the most 
important challenges that the plan must address: 
 

City of Boise – Strategic IT Issues 

 What is the best way to staff and organize IT 
service delivery at the City? 

 What is the optimal approach for meeting the 
City’s ERP and other business application needs? 

 How can the City improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of its technology infrastructure? 

 How can the City improve its approach to IT 
decision-making? 

 How can the City best leverage technology to 
improve service to internal and external 
customers? 

 
These questions served as a focal point for the strategy 
development work – and drove the development of the 
implementation plan. The following expands on these 
issues, presents specific recommendations to address 
them, and outlines the benefits associated with the 
recommendations. 
 

What is the best way to staff and organize IT 
service delivery at the City? 

As previously indicated, Boise’s approach to IT service 
delivery offers some opportunities to improve 
efficiency by pursuing economies of scale in delivery 
of commodity services. The following chart presents 
the current distribution of IT staff by major IT 
function.2 

I&T Department vs. Business Unit Allocation 
I&T Department Business Units Total FTE

IT Functions FTE % I&T FTE % Bus. Unit FTE % Total

Customer Services 6.83 22.13% 4.43 14.15% 11.26 18.11%
System Services 7.12 23.06% 6.39 20.42% 13.51 21.73%
Business Application Services 9.85 31.91% 14.56 46.52% 24.41 39.26%
IT Planning 1.82 5.90% 1.70 5.43% 3.52 5.66%
IT Administration 5.25 17.01% 4.22 13.48% 9.47 15.23%

Total: 30.87 31.30 62.17  
As Chapter 2 details, our labor analysis indicated that 
approximately half of the business unit effort is 
devoted to “commodity” (i.e., activities that support 
baseline technologies such as network connectivity, 
workstation and server administration, etc.) and 
administrative activities. This runs counter to best 
practices, which point to the efficiency and 
effectiveness of centralizing these services. Also, the 
current location of GIS services, which are provided 
out of the Public Works Department, impairs the 
broader use of GIS at the City – making it more 
difficult for all business areas to benefit from this 
technology 

To address these issues, PTI recommends that the City 
centralize responsibility for IT customer and system 
services in the I&T Department, while allowing the 
business units to retain application support staff if 
                                                           
2 “Shadow” staff (i.e., staff that does not have IT job titles but spend more 
than 10% of their time on IT activities) is not included. Boise has 
approximately 3.4 FTEs of shadow IT labor. 
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they so choose3. We further recommend that the GIS 
function also move under the central IT organization.  
 
I&T staff would be collocated in the departments as 
necessary, to ensure adequate service levels. We expect 
these centralization recommendations to yield labor 
efficiencies in the activities related to help desk, 
workstation support, and aspects of IT administration. 
We also expect some labor efficiencies to result from 
centralization of the server administration function, in 
concert with a recommended reduction in the total 
number of servers.  
 
Nevertheless, we do not recommend an overall 
reduction in IT staffing levels – rather, FTEs would be 
reallocated to business application services – which 
have significant unmet needs at the City. The following 
table indicates the end-state distribution of IT staff, 
once all of our recommendations are implemented: 

“To Be” I&T Dept. vs. Business Unit Allocation 
I&T Department Business Units Total FTE

IT Functions FTE % I&T FTE % Bus. Unit FTE % Total

Customer Services 7.25 15.84% 1.00 6.32% 8.25 13.39%
System Services 12.25 26.76% 0.00 0.00% 12.25 19.89%
Business Application Services 18.02 39.37% 10.73 67.78% 28.75 46.67%
IT Planning 2.25 4.92% 1.75 11.05% 4.00 6.49%
IT Administration 6.00 13.11% 2.35 14.85% 8.35 13.56%

Total: 45.77 15.83 61.60  
Note that these represent “end-state” staffing levels. 
The City’s ability to move to this model depends on the 
successful implementation of a number of strategic 
initiatives, including efforts to improve the efficiency of 
                                                           
3 The one exception to the centralization recommendation is the Airport, 
which should retain its current IT service delivery configuration.  Airport 
IT responds to a very different set of customers than other City 
departments, and requires IT staff to support a unique mix of business 
applications, security systems, and control systems.  Centralizing these 
functions, or parts of these functions, would likely degrade customer 
service without offering significant efficiency gains. 

the IT infrastructure. 
 
Reallocation of this kind has successfully improved 
service and saved money in a variety of public sector 
organizations, including Snohomish County, 
Washington, and the State of North Dakota, among 
others. Consistent with best practices, organizations 
that centralize “back-end” technology services realize 
economies of scale in labor and hardware, experience 
more consistent and secure infrastructure support, and 
yield “hard dollar” cost savings. 
 

Benefits include: 
 
♦ Improved IT service delivery through deeper 

specialization of technical staff 
♦ Improved management of technical architecture 
♦ Economies of scale in IT labor, particularly for 

“commodity” and technology administration 
services 

♦ Clarity of departmental versus centralized 
technology support roles 

 
What is the optimal approach for meeting the 

City’s ERP and other business application 
needs? 

The application portfolio plays a vital role in the 
automation and management of City resources.  Our 
assessment found that Boise has made a significant 
investment in “best-of-breed” software applications.  
Correspondingly, most business functions have basic 
automated support in place. 
 
Nevertheless, our team did find significant concerns 
with the City’s application architecture. Issues 
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surround the City’s deployment of PeopleSoft – many 
staff point out that the City is not making good use of 
the software, as indicated by the continued reliance on 
paper and manual processes in many areas “automated” 
by PeopleSoft. Some question PeopleSoft’s future at 
the City – a prospect further clouded by Oracle’s 
announced intention to replace PeopleSoft with its in-
development “Fusion4” application product. 
 
We note that Boise’s GIS is not integrated with 
business applications, making it difficult for users to 
easily access maps and geospatial data from their 
applications. Also, the City’s Web presence lags 
behind other municipalities in its support for business 
transactions and use of automated forms. A notable gap 
in the City’s software portfolio is the lack of a 
customer relationship management system – an 
application to help Boise manage its contact with 
constituents. 
 

We also found that the City may not be making the 
most effective use of Title-31 funds for public safety 
automation. Finally, we observed that Boise relies 
heavily on custom-developed software in some areas. 
This runs counter to best practices, which call for the 
use of packaged software when available. 
 
To help inform our application recommendations, the 
steering committee voted on application investment 
priorities. The following table presents the results of 
that effort: 

 

                                                           
4 Fusion is Oracle’s effort to merge its Oracle, PeopleSoft, and JDE 
products into one; it is estimated for release between 2007 and 2009. 

Application Investment Priorities 
Ideal Application Gap Votes Rank
Timekeeping Severe 90 1
Financial Management Severe 85 2
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Moderate 55 3
Human Resources Severe 34 4
Customer Relationship Management Severe 24 5
Integrated Library Management System (ILMS) Moderate 20 6
Point-of-Sale/Cash Receipting Severe 18 7
License Management Severe 16 9
Police Records Management Moderate 16 9
City Parking Management Severe 15 11
Real Property Management Severe 15 11
eGovernment (Internet/Web) Moderate 13 13
Fire Records Management Moderate 13 13
Emergency Management Severe 11 14
Decision Support Severe 10 15  
Given our application-related findings and the above 
rankings, PTI recommends investment in the following 
key areas: 
 
♦ PeopleSoft enterprise resource planning (ERP), for 

timekeeping, financial management, human 
resources, and cash receipting  

♦ GIS integration 
♦ Customer relationship management (CRM) 
♦ License management 
♦ Parking management 
♦ Real property management 
♦ Library management 
♦ Decision-making dashboard 
♦ Public safety scheduling 
♦ eGovernment 
 

We recommend that the City continue to invest in 
PeopleSoft – reengineering business processes as 
necessary to best utilize the software. Replacing 
PeopleSoft today will not result in cost savings, due to 
the expense associated with procuring and 
implementing another product. When the true cost of 
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Oracle’s “Fusion” migration path is known, the City 
should undertake a study to determine whether to 
accept the upgrade or pursue an alternate product. 

To address issues surrounding public safety 
automation, we recommend that the City take a more 
active role in setting direction for the shared use of 
New World. We also recommend that the City look 
first to New World before procuring or developing 
alternative solutions for public safety automation. 

To prevent avoid further complication of the 
application portfolio, we recommend that the City 
avoid bringing additional vendors into the application 
architecture unless absolutely necessary.  To the same 
end, we also recommend that Boise reduce its reliance 
on custom-developed applications, focusing on the use 
of vended packages wherever possible. Note that 
Chapter 3 contains supplementary recommendations 
not included above. 

 

Benefits include: 
 
♦ Greater return on application investments, 

particularly PeopleSoft 
♦ Better responsiveness to citizens 
♦ Business unit efficiency improvements 
♦ Simplification of the application portfolio 
♦ Improved automation in key strategic areas, 

including public safety and constituent relations 

 

 

How can the City improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of its technology 
infrastructure? 

The servers, workstations, and associated network 
constitute the infrastructure that transports Boise’s 
data. Although network standards have been 
implemented at the City, no standard desktop 
configuration is in place and several significant 
connectivity issues still exist. Connections to remote 
sites and through leased lines are poor. In addition, the 
City suffers from the lack of an enterprise-wide 
approach to address increasing demands for mobile 
computing capabilities. 
 
Given the City’s growth, coupled with loose controls 
on infrastructure management, “data centers” have 
evolved in a somewhat organic manner throughout the 
organization. Accordingly, servers have been deployed 
where convenient – often with little or no regard for 
physical and environmental controls or back-up 
systems. 
 
PTI recommends reducing the number of data centers 
at the City and moving to a professionally-managed 
environment. This includes consolidating servers and 
standardizing configurations, ensuring that proper 
environmentals are in place, and implementing a 
comprehensive backup system. Room for consolidation 
exists, as reflected in the table below. Over the long 
term, this translates into real-dollar savings for the 
City. 
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Current Future

Workstations : Print 
Servers 48:1 250:1

Workstations : 
Email/Calendaring 
Servers

336:1 500:1

 
 
Furthermore, we recommend that the City leverage 
investments in the airport infrastructure – including 
the upcoming fiber upgrade, PBX and central 
switches for telephony, and space for housing servers. 
 
To position effectively for the future, the City will also 
need to make the requisite investments in enterprise 
networking – raising minimal connectivity to at least 
T1 capability across the enterprise. Specifically, we 
recommend that the City implement desktop 
standards, improve connectivity to remote sites, and 
implement a city-wide mobile wireless solution to 
support field automation. 
  

Benefits include: 
♦ Enhanced network security and disaster recovery 

capabilities 
♦ Reduced cost of server operations 
♦ A viable approach to mobile computing 
♦ Opportunity for labor efficiencies through 

simplification of the infrastructure 

 

How can the City improve its approach to IT 
decision-making? 

For our purposes, IT decision-making encompasses 
both IT spending and the City’s approach to setting IT 
direction and determining IT investments. 

As the table below indicates, Boise spends 
approximately $5.67 million on technology operations 
and maintenance (O&M) – this equates to 2.78% of 
total City O&M spending. 
 
Total O&M Cost of IT

Central IT Department IT Total
Goods & Services 784,272$    1,768,397$      2,552,669$     

Software 15,426$            100,118$                115,544$               
Hardware 132,809$          894,887$                1,027,696$            
External Services 35,254$            115,065$                150,319$               
Other IT 600,783$          658,327$                1,259,110$            

Labor 1,529,819$ 1,592,896$      3,122,715$     
5,675,384$     

Boise Budget
Total (less capital) 204,359,114$ 

2.78%

2.0 - 4.0%

2.78%

PTI's IT cost benchmark metric:

Information Technology spending as a percentage of 
operating expenditures:

IT SPENDING AS A % OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES

BOISE IT cost metric:  
 
 

 
   Boise – 2.78% 
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Overall, IT spending may be low given the City’s 
“best-of-breed” application approach. In our 
experience, the majority of organizations relying on 
tier-1 applications (such as PeopleSoft) spend in excess 
of 3.5% of their operating budget on IT – many exceed 
the 4.0% top of our typical range. Our analysis also 
indicates that approximately 60% of total IT spending 
occurs in the departments. Interestingly, as the table 
depicts, “other IT” makes up the largest goods and 
services spending category. This lack of structure 
around accounting for IT costs makes it difficult to 
further analyze spending patterns. 
 
Regarding IT decision-making, we found that a 
“siloed” culture exists at the City – IT is simply one 
example of this organizational ethos. As a result, 
technology governance suffers from lack of role clarity, 
circumvention of standards, a short-term focus, and 
insufficient cross-departmental communications about 
projects. 
 
The CIO position also lacks the authority typically 
vested in that job title. Simply put, the job lacks the 
organizational “teeth” to enforce standards, demand 
accountability for IT investments, and drive formal 
processes for software selection decisions (e.g., “build 
versus buy”). 
 
PTI recommends implementing the IT decision-
making model – and associated roles and 
responsibilities outlined in Chapter 3. In addition, we 
recommend revising the CIO job description – vesting 
the position with full authority to establish city-wide 
IT standards and making the CIO responsible for 
recommending approval of proposed IT investments. 
We also recommend improving accounting controls 

over IT expenditures and revising the chargeback 
model to be more easily understood and accepted by 
customers. 

Benefits include: 
♦ Informed IT investments, aligned with the City’s 

long-term high-priority business needs 
♦ Enhanced accountability for IT 
♦ Improved communication regarding IT projects 

across the enterprise 
♦ Improved strategic leadership for IT 

 
How can the City best leverage technology to 

improve service to internal and external 
customers? 

The City faces a number of critical challenges. 
Revenues are not keeping pace with increased demands 
for service, pressuring the City to “do more with less.” 
 
Technology is a tool that can help the City meet these 
challenges. In addition to the recommendations already 
put forward in this executive summary, a few key 
opportunities are worth noting regarding how this tool 
can be utilized further to enhance service and improve 
productivity. 
 
The City lacks a cohesive vision for eGovernment. 
Although some good initial strides have been made in 
this area, constituent demand for round-the-clock 
access to information and on-line service solutions 
continues to increase. Also, unlike other forward-
thinking municipalities, Boise does not have a plan to 
address citizen expectations for wireless access across 
the City. 
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“Customers” also include other jurisdictions. At this 
point, the City does not have an articulated strategy 
regarding its priorities for technology collaboration 
with other entities, including enhanced regional 
approaches for public safety automation. 
 
We recommend that the City develop a comprehensive 
eGovernment strategic plan – informed by an analysis 
of high-volume customer transactions. Further, we 
recommend developing a regional technology 
partnership plan to identify and prioritize 
opportunities for collaboration with other entities. 
Finally, we strongly recommend that the City gather 
baseline data and associated performance metric data 
over the course of the IT planning horizon to assess 
its progress toward reaching the City’s defined IT 
goal state (presented at the conclusion of this chapter). 
 

Benefits include: 
♦ Reduced cost to provide high-volume services 
♦ A citizen-centric approach to technology 
♦ Enhanced regional collaboration, service, and 

economies of scale 
♦ Performance-managed, accountable tools for 

monitoring progress 

 
C. RECOMMENDED PROJECTS AND COSTS 

This section presents the projects, cost estimates, and 
proposed schedule associated with implementing the 
strategic IT plan’s key recommendations. This section 
includes:  
 

Estimated Project Costs – provides initial cost 
estimates for the recommended projects. The estimates 
include lower and upper ranges for both one-time and 
recurring costs. Appendix B presents the key 
assumptions supporting the cost estimates. 
 
Annualized Project Cost Estimates – depicts yearly 
project costs based on an average of upper-end and 
lower-end cost estimates. 
 
Recommended Project Schedule – presents a Gantt 
chart that shows recommended project timelines.  
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Estimated Project Costs 

The following table presents one-time and recurring cost estimates for each recommended project (Chapter 4 and 
Appendix B provide additional detail). Lower-end estimates reflect reduced scope, lower materials (i.e., software, 
hardware, etc.) costs, and/or greater reliance on internal labor. Upper-end estimates are more “conservative” regarding 
expenses for all aspects of a project. All costs are incremental to the City (i.e., in addition to existing budgets). 

One-Time Costs Recurring Costs One-Time Costs Recurring Costs

200,000$              -$                          450,000$              -$                          
23,000$                4,600$                  59,000$                11,800$                
22,000$                -$                          94,000$                18,800$                

245,000$              48,000$                1,000,000$           72,000$                
57,500$                8,700$                  78,000$                12,400$                

-$                          -$                          150,000$              30,000$                
60,000$                12,000$                75,000$                15,000$                
60,000$                8,000$                  120,000$              16,000$                
22,500$                15,000$                100,000$              20,000$                
40,000$                8,000$                  100,000$              20,000$                

* * * *
* * * *

12,000$                16,900$               520,000$             33,800$               
Subtotal -- Application Projects 742,000$              121,200$             2,746,000$          249,800$             

-$                          -$                          50,000$                -$                          
-$                          -$                          10,000$                -$                          
-$                          -$                          75,000$                -$                          
-$                          -$                          100,000$              -$                          
-$                          -$                          200,000$              -$                          
-$                          -$                          80,000$                16,000$                
-$                          -$                          80,000$                -$                          
-$                         -$                         75,000$               -$                         

Subtotal -- Decision Making Projects -$                         -$                         670,000$             16,000$               

-$                          -$                          200,000$              -$                          
-$                          -$                          100,000$              -$                          
-$                         -$                         80,000$               -$                         

Subtotal -- Service Delivery Projects -$                         -$                         380,000$             -$                         

-$                          -$                          150,000$              -$                          
5,000$                  15,000$                36,000$                48,000$                

205,328$              28,170$                410,656$              56,340$                
253,825$              -$                          507,650$              -$                          

-$                          -$                          200,000$              75,000$                
* * * *

Subtotal -- Technical Infrastructure Projects 464,153$              43,170$               1,304,306$          179,340$             
Total - All Projects 1,206,153$           164,370$             5,100,306$          445,140$             

TI6.  Improve telephony

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description
DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanisms

A11. Implement integrated library management systems
A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"
A13. Upgrade City website

DM1. Implement decision-making model

TI3.  Implement desktop standards
TI4.  Consolidate data centers
TI5.  Update and test disaster recovery plan

Lower-End Estimate Upper-End Estimate

A2.   Implement customer relationship management (CRM)
A3.   Develop geographic information system (GIS) integration

Application Projects

A8.   Implement license management (Accela)

A1.   Implement PeopleSoft improvement program

A5.   Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation

A7.   Implement police time scheduling

A4.   Migrate to Accela Automation

A6.   Complete utility billing implementation (1)

IT Decision-Making Projects

IT Service Delivery Projects

A9.   Implement parking management

DM4. Develop regional partnership plan
DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan

A10. Implement real property management

SD1. Implement organization recommendations

DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data

TI2.  Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS
TI1.  Optimize wired network plan

Technical Infrastructure Projects

DM7. Develop citizen wireless project study
DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

SD2. Develop organization transition plan
SD3. Develop operation standards and policies

 
* These projects are already budgeted and therefore have no incremental costs. 
(1) Lower-end estimates assume the on-going development effort is completed with internal staff. Upper-end estimates assume that the development effort is halted, with a package 
procured in its place. 
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Average Annualized Project Cost Estimates 

The table below presents the annualized expenditures for the recommended projects, using an average of lower and upper 
cost estimates and based on the recommended project schedule. 

♦ Internal labor costs are not included in these figures 

♦ Expenses are allocated according to fiscal years 

♦ Neither inflation nor labor rate increases are factored into the estimates 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 4-Year

Totals
65,000$            130,000$        130,000$        -$                    325,000$            

15,033$          35,533$          15,033$          65,600$              
43,500$            23,900$          9,400$            9,400$            86,200$              

-$                     267,500$        475,000$        60,000$          802,500$            
-$                     -$                    78,300$          10,550$          88,850$              

75,000$            15,000$          15,000$          15,000$          120,000$            
36,000$            58,500$          13,500$          13,500$          121,500$            

-$                     72,000$          42,000$          12,000$          126,000$            
40,833$            23,333$          17,500$          17,500$          99,167$              

-$                     -$                    46,667$          37,333$          84,000$              
* * * * *
* * * * *
-$                     158,350$       158,350$       25,350$         342,050$           

Subtotal -- Application Projects 260,333$         763,617$       1,021,250$    215,667$       2,260,867$        

16,667$            66,667$          16,667$          -$                    100,000$            
50,000$            -$                    -$                    -$                    50,000$              
40,000$            -$                   -$                   -$                   40,000$             

Subtotal -- Decision Making Projects 106,667$         66,667$         16,667$         -$                   190,000$           

25,000$            -$                    -$                    -$                    25,000$              
5,000$              -$                    -$                    -$                    5,000$                

-$                     25,000$          12,500$          -$                    37,500$              
-$                     -$                    50,000$          -$                    50,000$              
-$                     100,000$        -$                    -$                    100,000$            

40,000$            8,000$            8,000$            8,000$            64,000$              
-$                     -$                    40,000$          -$                    40,000$              
-$                     18,750$         18,750$         -$                   37,500$             

Subtotal -- Service Delivery Projects 70,000$            151,750$       129,250$       8,000$           359,000$           

56,250$            18,750$          -$                    -$                    75,000$              
37,500$            43,500$          31,500$          31,500$          144,000$            

205,328$          144,919$        42,255$          42,255$          434,757$            
126,913$          253,825$        -$                    -$                    380,738$            
100,000$          -$                    37,500$          -$                    137,500$            

* * * * *
Subtotal -- Technical Infrastructure Projects 525,991$         460,994$       111,255$       73,755$         1,171,995$        

Total - All Projects 962,991$         1,443,027$    1,278,422$    297,422$       3,981,861$        

IT Decision-Making Projects

TI2.  Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS
TI1.  Optimize wired network plan

DM7. Develop citizen wireless project study
DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data

Technical Infrastructure Projects

TI3.  Implement desktop standards
TI4.  Consolidate data centers
TI5.  Update and test disaster recovery plan
TI6.  Improve telephony

A1.   Implement PeopleSoft improvement program
A2.   Implement customer relationship management (CRM)
A3.   Develop geographic information system (GIS) integration
A4.   Migrate to Accela Automation

Application Projects

A5.   Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation

DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanisms

A8.   Implement license management (Accela)
A9.   Implement parking management
A10. Implement real property management
A11. Implement integrated library management systems
A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"

SD1. Implement organization recommendations

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description

A6.   Complete utility billing implementation (1)

SD3. Develop operation standards and policies

A7.   Implement police time scheduling

DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan
DM4. Develop regional partnership plan

A13. Upgrade City website

IT Service Delivery Projects

DM1. Implement decision-making model

SD2. Develop organization transition plan

 
* These projects are already budgeted and therefore have no incremental costs. 
(1) Lower-end estimates assume the on-going development effort is completed with internal staff. Upper-end estimates assume that the development effort is halted, with a package 
procured in its place. 
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Recommended Project Schedule 

The Gantt chart below displays the recommended timeline for the projects: 

♦ The planning horizon is expressed in fiscal years 

♦ This project schedule has been reviewed and approved by the project steering committee 

♦ The City will need to periodically make appropriate adjustments to the schedule based on resource constraints and 
changing business needs 

 

Task Name
Applications

A1. Implement PeopleSoft improvement program

A2. Implement customer relationship management (CRM)

A3. Develop geographic information system (GIS) interface

A4. Migrate to Accela Automation

A5. Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation

A6. Complete utility billing implementation

A7. Implement police time scheduling

A8. Implement license management

A9. Implement parking management

A10. Implement real property management

A11. Implement integrated library management systems

A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"

A13. Upgrade City website

IT Decision-Making
DM1. Implement decision-making model

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description

DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanism

DM4. Develop regional partnership plan

DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan

DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data

DM7. Conduct citizen wireless project study

DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

IT Service Delivery
SD1. Implement organization recommendations

SD2. Develop organization transition plan

SD3. Develop operation standards and policies

Technical Infrastructure
TI1. Optimize wired network plan

TI2. Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS

TI3. Implement desktop standards

TI4. Consolidate data centers

TI5. Update and test disaster recovery plan

TI6. Improve telephony

Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
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D. CONCLUSION 

Earlier in this executive overview, we presented key recommendations and associated benefits that will address each 
of the major strategic IT issues. By implementing these strategic recommendations, the City of Boise can achieve 
its vision for the City’s future “IT goal state,” developed in partnership with the project steering committee, and 
presented below. 
 

 
 
In many respects, this planning effort represents the “easy part.” The real work lies ahead: translating these 
recommendations into results.  To successfully move forward and realize the benefits of these projects, the City must 
commit the requisite time and funding. This planning effort ultimately belongs to the City, and will require the 
active involvement of City of Boise’s executives, management, and staff to see these initiatives to their fruition – 
and move the City toward its IT goal state.  

City of Boise IT Goal State 
 

 Technology directly supports Boise’s “One City” goal 
 The City uses IT to foster collaboration and partnership with other entities 
 Boise consistently measures the return on its technology investments 
 The City’s applications effectively streamline business processes and integrate 

information management 
 The City’s technology infrastructure is cost-effective, secure, responsive and reliable 
 The City takes an outcome-based, accountable approach to IT service delivery and 

investments 
 Boise uses information technology to improve service to constituents and 

governmental partners 
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CHAPTER

2-1

2AssessmentOverview

This chapter presents PTI’s findings and associated 
impacts. During assessment this phase, we collected and 
analyzed IT labor, spending, planning and technical data. 
Additional information was gathered through one-on-one 
interviews and focus groups with City executives, 
managers, and staff – providing broad opportunities for 
participation. We validated our findings with the project’s 
steering committee over the course of two workshops, one 
which centered on IT decision-making and another which 
focused on application prioritization.

Our assessment work established the City’s baseline 
information technology position along the four key IT 
planning dimensions. PTI utilizes this baseline assessment 
to determine the difference between today’s performance 
and the potential for the future. Where the difference is 
large, opportunities for improvement exist.

This analysis serves as a foundation for the 
recommendations presented in the next chapter: Strategy 
Development.

Note: This assessment represents a poi t in time – it 
reflects a “snapshot” of the state of IT during the period in 
which the analysis occurred and assumes that data 
provided by the City was accurate at the time collected.

n
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CHAPTER

2-2

2AssessmentIT Planning Dimensions

This chapter includes:
♦ IT Strengths
♦ IT Decision Making Findings
♦ IT Service Delivery Findings
♦ Applications Findings
♦ Technical Infrastructure Findings
♦ IT Strategic Issues

IT Decision Making
IT Decision Making 

refers to the process 
and participants 

responsible for making 
major IT investment 

decisions.

Applications
Applications refer to the 

software used to 
support core business 

functions.

IT Infrastructure

Technical Infrastructure 
refers to the hardware, 
networks, databases, 

and operating systems 
that support the 

applications.

IT Service Delivery

IT Service Delivery 
refers to the approach 

taken to supporting 
applications and the 
infrastructure of the 

organization.

The boxes presented below reflect the four major dimensions 
of IT planning that frame PTI’s methodology. We present our 
assessment results using these dimensions as a framework. 
Subsequent chapters detail recommendations and attendant 
projects, organized by these same four IT planning 
dimensions.
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CHAPTER

2-3

2Assessment
IT Strengths

While projects of this nature necessarily focus on areas that are ripe for improvement, it is important to acknowledge 
that there are particular areas of strength in IT which can continue to be built upon. The following strengths represent 
the key areas where the City has made significant advancement toward its mission.

Strength Impact

The City has hired a Chief Information Officer (CIO) and made 
Information and Technology (I&T) a separate department.

An individual leader provides focus, energy, and high-
level attention that a governance structure alone cannot 
achieve. Making IT a department reflects the 
importance of IT within the City’s structure. 

Virtually all business functions have some level of automation. In most instances, automated tools are available to 
support City services, improving staff efficiency.

Several departments have installed best-of-breed applications: 
Accela – Permit Management/Code Enforcement (multiple departments)
Hansen – Maintenance Management (Public Works)
Safari – Scheduling and Registration (Parks and Recreation)
ACS Firehouse – Records Management System (Fire Department)
Mitchell – Automotive Repair/Shop Management (City Shop)
PeopleSoft – Financial Management and Human Resources (city-wide)
Aviation Management Systems (Airport)

Installing high-end applications provides sophisticated 
automation capabilities, potentially improving both 
operational productivity and management information.
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CHAPTER

2-4

2Assessment
IT Strengths (cont.)

Strength Impact

The City has begun building a professional help desk and 
many perceive the City’s IT staff as helpful and 
professional.

A trained, professional help desk represents the most 
efficient and effective means of providing problem resolution 
to IT customers.

Workstation and server hardware is relatively current1. Current hardware improves performance, reliability, and up 
time and helps avoid the expense of wholesale replacement 
in the future.

Some users are very satisfied with their custom-developed 
applications, particularly utility billing and PDS field 
automation.

Business needs appear to be well met by the City’s custom 
applications. Users may prefer custom software.

Airport infrastructure is exceptionally planned and 
implemented. In addition, major investments have been 
made in telephone infrastructure and fiber upgrades.

Opportunities may exist to leverage airport infrastructure for 
City IT projects.

Networking standards have been implemented. Standards improve uptime, reduce support labor 
requirements, and improve network security.

The City has made a significant investment in GIS layer 
development.

The City has a wide variety of data available for mapping and 
geospatial analysis.

1 Boise Police Department (BPD) is a notable exception.
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CHAPTER

2-5

2Assessment
IT Decision Making 

Overview

From a strategic perspective, decision-making represents a critical area as 
it determines how IT resources are allocated. Without appropriate 
leadership and direction, decisions may be made haphazardly, resulting in 
sub-optimal investments.
In addition, decision-making improvements provide accountability and 
better IT controls. Ultimately, this helps eliminate excess spending and 
maximize the value received from existing IT resources.
The following pages highlight PTI’s key decision-making findings and 
impacts. They are based on the results of our interviews and focus 
groups, analysis of city-wide IT spending, review of relevant 
documentation, and PTI’s professional experience.

IT decision making represents an organization’s ability to make informed technology investments that are well aligned 
with its business needs. This section presents our findings and impacts related to the processes and participants 
responsible for making IT decisions at the City.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT 
Infrastructure

IT Service 
Delivery 
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CHAPTER

2-6

2Assessment
IT Decision Making 

Findings

The following presents key IT decision-making findings and associated impacts:

Finding Impact

A “siloed” culture exists at the City – IT is one 
example. This has led to a lack of coordinated 
governance, resulting in: 

♦ Poorly integrated applications
♦ Lack of role clarity for IT staff
♦ Undefined short-term versus long-term focus
♦ Circumvention of standards
♦ Little collaboration and communication in  projects

Poor application integration leads to shadow applications, redundant data 
entry, and loss of productivity. Lack of role clarity causes confusion and 
finger pointing among staff. Overall, insufficient coordination leads to 
inefficient deployment of resources. It also results in inconsistent 
approaches to critical areas, such as IT security.

No formal processes for software selection 
decisions exist – including build versus buy 
determination.

Procurement efforts may not select the best available solution. The City 
has demonstrated a propensity for custom-developed software in areas 
where effective vended solutions already exist.

The City’s CIO position lacks the authority 
typically vested in the present job title, resulting 
in a lack of leadership direction.

Without the requisite authority, the CIO position cannot effectively provide 
strategic IT leadership.
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CHAPTER

2-7

2Assessment
IT Decision Making 

Findings (cont.)

Finding Impact

Limited accountability exists for IT investments –
outcomes are not defined and investments are not tied 
to strategic goals.

In the absence of meaningful metrics, some question to the 
value of major IT purchases.

No technology refresh fund is in place, leaving 
antiquated hardware and software in some departments.

Without a dedicated fund for replacing outdated hardware and 
software, aging systems are not updated in a planned and 
timely manner – resulting in performance failures, service 
degradation, and the need for “emergency” funding requests.

Historically, the City has bought some high-end 
applications but failed to devote necessary resources to 
implementation, training, and support.

The City does not realize the full potential of its IT investments 
– software is under-utilized and users are dissatisfied.

The current approach to chargebacks does not directly 
link charges to services.

Staff do not understand what IT services they get for their 
money. “Per-transaction” charges may serve as a disincentive 
to application use.
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CHAPTER

2-8

2Assessment
IT Decision Making 

Findings (cont.)

Total O&M Cost of IT
Central IT Department IT Total

Goods & Services 784,272$     1,768,397$      2,552,669$     
Software 15,426$            100,118$                115,544$               
Hardware 132,809$          894,887$                1,027,696$            
External Services 35,254$            115,065$                150,319$               
Other IT 600,783$          658,327$                1,259,110$            

Labor 1,529,819$  1,592,896$      3,122,715$     
5,675,384$     

Boise Budget
Total (less capital) 204,359,114$ 

2.78%

2.0 - 4.0%

2.78%

PTI's IT cost benchmark metric:

Information Technology spending as a percentage of 
operating expenditures:

IT SPENDING AS A % OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES

BOISE IT cost metric: 

The following summary analysis presents information about IT operating expenditures. These figures provide the City 
with a baseline for tracking overall IT investments.

As a percentage of total city-wide operating 
expenditures, Boise spends 2.78% on IT investments.

“Other IT” represents the largest expenditure 
category, indicating problems with tracking 
expenditures accurately.

In general, IT budget figures were difficult to obtain –
indicating the need to improve technology expenditure 
tracking.  For example, there was no easy way to 
determine the cost of PeopleSoft.

PTI typically sees municipal IT expenditures falling 
within this range:

♦ Organizations at the lower end of this range are 
invariably under-investing in IT

♦ At 2.78%, Boise falls toward the middle of the range
♦ Organizations with tier-1 ERP packages installed 

(such as PeopleSoft) often tend to be at the upper-
end of the IT operating spending continuum. 

Boise – 2.78%
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CHAPTER

2-9

2Assessment
IT Service Delivery 

Overview

IT service delivery reflects an organization’s alignment of IT organization structures and staff allocation with its 
business objectives and service demands. This section presents our findings and impacts regarding the City’s 
approach to supporting its IT customers, software, and infrastructure.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT 
Infrastructure

IT Service 
Delivery

Appropriate delivery of IT services ensures the most effective use of IT 
labor resources. Our assessment relied on interviews, focus groups, and a 
detailed quantitative analysis of IT labor effort at the City. We evaluated 
support of over 80 IT activities, including the distribution of labor across 
those activities by centralized and decentralized IT personnel. In addition, 
PTI analyzed workload ratios, staff specialization, and utilization of 
“shadow” staff (i.e., individuals who do not have IT job titles but spend 
more than 10% of their time on IT activities).
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CHAPTER

2-10

2Assessment
IT Service Delivery 

Findings

The following presents key IT service delivery findings and associated impacts:

Finding Impact

IT operations are not managed in a manner commensurate with the size 
of the City, as evidenced by:

♦ Pervasive lack of standard documentation – examples include: IT policy manual, change 
management process, software delivery methodology, testing process, backup 
recover/restoration process, service level agreements

♦ Lack of enforced standards for desktop configuration
♦ No common city-wide approach to IT security
♦ Major projects not managed by professional project managers

Lack of standard policies and processes leads 
to labor inefficiencies, increased costs, 
performance issues, and presents a security 
risk.

Role clarity problems exist between central and department staff and 
also within individual IT units.

Staff are not deployed effectively – resulting in 
redundant work, lack of specialization, and 
poor coordination.

After-hours and 24/7 service needs are not met, specifically for the Police 
Department, Fire Department, Airport and Library.

Emergency and vital services may have to 
operate without necessary computer systems 
in the event of an after-hours outage.
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CHAPTER

2-11

2Assessment
IT Service Delivery 

Findings (cont.)

Finding Impact

City-wide, the distribution of application development and maintenance 
labor effort may not align well with overall City priorities. Currently, these 
staff allocate their time as presented in the table below.

Some business areas do not receive 
appropriate levels of application support. 
Opportunities to improve internal efficiency 
and/or customer service are lost.

Business Area I&T FTE
Business 
Unit FTE

Total 
FTE

% of Total 
Effort

Law, Safety, and Justice 0.45      0.87        1.32     6.9%
Infrastructure -        3.80        3.80     19.7%
Planning and Development -        0.65        0.65     3.4%
Community Services -        0.15        0.15     0.8%
Governance and Administration 0.06      0.15        0.21     1.1%
Support Services 6.54      1.12        7.66     39.8%
Automated Mapping/Spatial Analysis (GIS) 0.01    5.45      5.46   28.4%

Totals 7.06 12.19 19.25 100.0%

Application Development and Maintenance Labor Effort
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CHAPTER

2-12

2Assessment
IT Service Delivery 

Findings (cont.)

Finding Impact

City-wide, the ratio of workstations to workstation support staff is 124:1 –
room for improvement exists:

♦ Ratio can be up to 200:1 without service degradation
♦ Lack of workstation standardization increases burden on support staff, making labor 

efficiencies difficult to achieve

The City spends more on workstation support 
labor than it needs to.

Contrary to best practices, customer service, system service, and some 
administrative labor effort is highly distributed, making it hard for the City 
to achieve economies in delivering these services. This is evident in the 
high number of individuals providing support in these areas:

♦ Customer and system services support (33 individuals performing 13.3 FTEs of work)
♦ Planning and administration (39 individuals performing 13 FTEs of work) 

Distribution of these services leads to 
inconsistent problem resolution and makes it 
more difficult to adhere to desired standards.

It also serves as a barrier to specialization of 
technical skills 
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IT Service Delivery 

Findings (cont.)

Finding Impact

Issues surround the help desk:
♦ Staff have been slow to use the help desk due to a history of poor 

service
♦ Roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined between the 

business units and I&T

Poor utilization of the I&T 
help desk makes it difficult 
for the City to provide cost-
effective workstation 
support services.

There is a lack of accountability for IT services, costs, 
timing and outcomes:

♦ Service level agreements that exist are in need of review, updating, 
and standardizing

♦ No metrics beyond customer complaint volume are in place

With limited metrics, it is 
difficult to meaningfully 
measure performance.

Beyond office automation products, training has been 
largely non-existent.

Lack of training leads to 
user frustration and makes 
it difficult for staff to fully 
utilize installed applications.

PTI evaluated the City’s IT service delivery 
across 5 major functional areas:

♦ Customer Services – functions related 
to directly supporting users of IT systems 
and services.
♦ System Services – functions related to 
implementing, maintaining, and supporting 
the organization’s computers, systems 
software, and connectivity.
♦ Application Services – functions related 
to developing, installing, configuring, and 
otherwise maintaining the software needed 
to meet the operational, management, and 
reporting requirements of the organization.
♦ IT Planning – functions related to 
planning for the technology function at the 
organization.
♦ IT Administration – functions related to 
the oversight and administration of the 
technology function at the organization. 

The following pages provide a quantitative 
analysis of the City’s IT labor allocation 
along these lines.
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2Assessment
IT Service Delivery 

Findings (cont.)

♦ “Shadow staff” are non-technology titled staff who devote 10% or more of 
their time to technology-related tasks.

♦ “Cooks” is a count of the number of individuals who are dedicated to a 
particular task (i.e., as in “too many cooks spoil the broth”)  – a high number 
indicates potential allocation inefficiencies.

The following table presents key IT service delivery metrics for the City of Boise:

Slightly more than half of all IT labor occurs in the business units. 
Shadow staff is less than 5% of total effort, and not a concern at the 
City. High shadow labor usually indicates unmet demand for IT services.

4.4% of total City labor is devoted to 
IT operations and maintenance. 
This is toward the upper end of the 
typical range that we see, which is 
not unexpected for a City that has a 
number of tier-1, “best-of-breed” 
application packages.

As previously noted, this ratio 
indicates that significant room for 
PC support labor efficiency exists.

This ratio is slightly below our 
target of 30 to 35:1, indicating that 
minor room for labor efficiency 
improvement exists

As previously noted, some IT 
activities have too many individuals 
involved in service delivery.

IT Service Delivery Metrics
Total IT FTE 65.6             Business Unit IT FTE 31.3             
Central IT Org FTE 30.9             Shadow Staff FTE 3.5               
Central IT Org FTE/All City FTE 2.1% IT FTE/All City FTE 4.4%

Central IT Org City-wide
PC:PC Support Effort 236 :1 PC:PC Support Effort 124 :1
Server:Server Support Effort 51 :1 Server:Server Support Effort 26 :1
PC Support "Cooks" 19 PC Support "Cooks" 33
Server Support "Cooks" 11 Server Support "Cooks" 16
Average "Cooks" 6 Average "Cooks" 9
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2Assessment
IT Service Delivery 

Findings (cont.)

The following table illustrates the allocation of the City’s IT-titled staff between the I&T department and the business 
units. We note the following:
♦ Slightly more than 50% of the IT-titled staff report to the business units
♦ Approximately half of the business-unit effort goes toward overhead activities and “commodity” services (e.g., 

workstation support, server administration, etc.)
♦ Opportunities to achieve economies of scale exist through consolidated provision of “commodity” services and 

administrative support

I&T Department Business Units Total FTE

IT Functions FTE % I&T FTE % Bus. Unit FTE % Total

Customer Services 6.83 22.13% 4.43 14.15% 11.26 18.11%
System Services 7.12 23.06% 6.39 20.42% 13.51 21.73%
Business Application Services 9.85 31.91% 14.56 46.52% 24.41 39.26%
IT Planning 1.82 5.90% 1.70 5.43% 3.52 5.66%
IT Administration 5.25 17.01% 4.22 13.48% 9.47 15.23%

Total: 30.87 31.30 62.17

Overall Distribution of IT staff

Business 
Units
50%

I&T 
Department

50%

* Shadow staff were not included in this calculation
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IT Service Delivery 

Findings (cont.)

The following tables present desktop services and server administration labor cost metrics. These figures can be 
tracked over time to monitor efficiency improvements.

In PTI’s experience, this ratio can 
be upwards of 200:1 without 
service degradation – room for 
improvement exists.

In PTI’s experience, this ratio can be 
upwards of 30:1 without service 
degradation – room for improvement 
exists here as well.

Total City 
Workstations

Total Desktop 
Services FTEs

Ratio of 
Workstations 

to FTEs

Total Desktop 
Services Labor 

Cost

Annual Labor 
Cost per 

Workstation
1,344 10.84 124:1 486,150$           361.72$         

Total City 
Servers

Total Server 
Services FTEs

Ratio of 
Servers to 

FTEs

Total Server 
Services Labor 

Cost

Annual Labor 
Cost per 
Server

110 4.27 26:1 200,762$           1,825.11$      
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Applications refer to the software used to support core business functions – major investments the City makes to 
enhance services and reduce labor effort.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT 
Infrastructure

IT Service 
Delivery 

The previous two sections covered people and IT planning. These next 
two IT dimensions address the software and hardware that supports the 
City’s information management needs.
Boise has made significant investments in its application portfolio including 
the purchase of a number of “best-of-breed” packages as well as a tier-1 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) product. This section presents PTI’s 
findings and impacts related to these investments. They were based on 
interviews, focus groups, reviews of specific applications, and PTI’s
professional experience.
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Applications Findings

Finding Impact

The City does not have an architected application 
portfolio:

♦ Investments have been made from a bottom-up perspective –
without overall coordination

♦ Inadequate time and resources are dedicated to training and 
business process improvement

Lack of an overall architected portfolio leads to poorly integrated 
applications. In addition, investment amounts may not align well
with City priorities. Lack of training and business process 
improvement effort make it difficult for the City to achieve the
benefits available from installed applications.

Many issues surround the City’s tier-1 ERP package, 
PeopleSoft:

♦ User training has been inadequate
♦ The City did not optimize business processes for the package, 

particularly in the areas of payroll, cash receipting, and use of 
workflow

♦ Timekeeping has not been effectively automated

Relatively high user dissatisfaction with the product has resulted. 
There is also a perception that intended benefits have not been 
realized. “Shadow” applications have proliferated and some finance 
processes remain paper-based, requiring redundant data entry, 
increasing error rates, and minimizing the value of the City’s ERP 
investment.

Several issues surround the City’s GIS:
♦ It is not integrated with other business applications (e.g., Hansen, 

Tidemark, utility billing, dispatch), making some forms of analysis 
problematic

♦ There are limited means to transfer information between partner 
agencies (e.g., data provided by Ada County has to be manually 
entered by City staff)

Without integrating GIS into core systems, the City is not utilizing 
these systems to their full potential.

The following presents key applications findings and impacts:
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Finding Impact

Regarding the City’s website:
♦ The site is not citizen-centric and the complexity of it makes finding 

information difficult 
♦ The City offers very limited transactional capabilities – most payments 

cannot be taken on-line 
♦ Forms still must be printed and faxed/mailed in

In the absence of viable transactional capabilities, the City is not 
utilizing Web automation tools to meet the increasing needs and 
expectations of its constituents. Opportunities for internal labor 
efficiencies are also lost.

The City lacks a city-wide approach to capturing 
customer/citizen feedback and complaints; no integrated 
customer relationship management (CRM) application is 
deployed.

Citizens have no easy way to follow-up on complaints or 
comments. The City cannot analyze complaint/comment trends.

Management information has been lacking, although 
ProClarity has been installed for decision support.

Lack of quantitative data impedes decision-making and impacts 
the City’s ability to track the impact of important decisions.
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Applications Findings (cont.)

The architecture uses the business function model developed with the steering committee and presented in 
Appendix E, as a foundation

Ideal applications are grouped by major functional areas, and further characterized as one of the following:
• Specialized – supporting a single business area
• Shared – supporting more than one, but not all, business areas
• Common – supporting all business areas across the organization

Appendix F contains additional descriptions of the ideal applications and associated gaps

Ideal Application Architecture – An ideal application architecture graphically depicts how defined business functions 
might be automated in a “perfect world” (i.e., without cost and resource constraints). The following pages present the 
City’s ideal application architecture, along with a depiction of “gaps” between existing and ideal business 
applications.
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The ideal application 
architecture maps the 
functions identified in 
the business function 
model to specific 
“ideal” applications

The “gaps” are defined 
as:
• Severe: existing 

applications do not 
automate the 
function well, or no 
application exists

• Moderate: some 
automation exists 
that only partially 
meets the functional 
needs

• Minimal: the 
functions are well 
automated

Applications Findings (cont.)

Financial Management Human Resources Grant Management Point-of-Sale/Cash Receipting Timekeeping
Decision Support Document Management Contract Management Risk Management

Data/Infrastructure Security Personal Productivity Geographic Information System (GIS) eGovernment (Internet/Web)
Customer Relationship Management Internal Communications (Intranet/Email/Calendaring)

Shared
Applications

Common 
Applications

Functional Area

Specialized 
Applications

Overall Gap 
Assessment

Minimal
Moderate
Severe91517

Permit  Management

Real Property Management

Registration/Scheduling

Maintenance Management

Emergency Management

o Election 
Management

o Treasury 
Management

 City 
Administration

o Comprehensive 
Planning

o Compliance 
Tracking

Growth 
Management

o Police Records 
Management 
System

o Fire Records 
Management 
System

o Case 
Management 
System

o Computer 
Assisted 
Dispatch (CAD)

Public       
Safety

o Fleet 
Management

o Computer Aided 
Drafting and 
Design (CADD)

o Aviation 
Management 
Systems

o City Parking 
Management

Infrastructure

o Integrated Library 
Management 
System (ILMS)

o Event 
Management

o Zoo Management
o Property 

Management
o Cemetery 

Management

Community 
Service

o Legal Support
o Help Desk
o Project 

Management

Support 
Services

License  
Management

License  
Management
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Application Findings (cont.)

To assist the City in 
prioritizing its software 
investments, PTI conducted a 
gap analysis of the City’s 
application portfolio.

The “gap” assignments were 
developed through interviews 
and validated at the IT 
prioritization workshop. 

Gap Assignment
Severe Moderate Minimal

City Parking Management Case Management System Aviation Management Systems
Compliance Tracking Cemetery Management Computer Aided Drafting and Design (CADD)
Comprehensive Planning Data/Infrastructure Security Computer Assisted Dispatch (CAD)
Contract Management Document Management Elections Management
Customer Relationship Management eGovernment (Internet/Web) Fleet Management
Decision Support Fire Records Management Internal Communications 
Emergency Management Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Legal Support
Events Management Integrated Library Management System (ILMS) Registration/Scheduling
Financial Management Maintenance Management Zoo Management
Grant Management Permit Management
Help Desk Personal Productivity
Human Resources Police Records Management
License Management Project Management
Point-of-Sale/Cash Receipting Property Management
Real Property Management Treasury Management
Risk Management
Timekeeping

Minimal
9, 22%

Severe
17, 41%

Moderate
15, 37%

`
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Technical Infrastructure 

Overview

Technical infrastructure refers to the hardware, networks, databases, and application systems in place. An 
organization’s technical infrastructure provides the critical foundation for inter-connectivity and processing power.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT Infra -
structure 

IT Service 
Delivery 

While the City has recently made significant investments in the airport’s 
technical infrastructure, our analysis surfaced several concerns about city-
wide capabilities, data center configurations, and security. This final 
section presents PTI’s findings and associated impacts related to these 
areas.
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Technical Infrastructure 

Findings

Finding Impacts

There presently are no city-wide standard desktop 
configurations in place. 

Disparate desktop systems increase cost and complexity of support 
by complicating security, troubleshooting, and deployment of 
upgrades.

Some issues surround the City’s network:
♦ Poor connectivity to remote sites
♦ Poor connectivity through leased network lines
♦ Lack of a city-wide wireless solution for field access
♦ No city-wide approach to out-of-office access
♦ Networking closets are secure but disorganized and lack cable coding 

standards

Remote sites do not have the bandwidth necessary to effectively use 
applications. Mobile computing and telecommuting solutions are 
inconsistent, uncoordinated, and costly.

“Data centers” have emerged and evolved in an organic 
fashion. Servers are deployed where convenient without regard 
for physical and environmental controls. No comprehensive 
backup system is in place, while many servers lack any type of 
backup. The City has too many servers – particularly file and 
print servers.

The City spends more than it needs to on servers. In addition, it 
places itself in a vulnerable position regarding security, reliability, and 
disaster recovery capabilities.

No enforced city-wide security policy exists. Secure access to the City’s information and assets are compromised. 
Where controls are too loose, incidence of spam and unauthorized
access increase. In instances where security is too constrained, staff 
may be unable to access information necessary to conduct their work.

The following presents key technical infrastructure findings and impacts:
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Technical Infrastructure 

Findings (cont.)
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The diagram to the 
right presents a high-
level overview of the 
City’s technical 
infrastructure. The 
next page presents 
more detailed 
analysis.
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Technical Infrastructure 

Findings (cont.)

Server Count

Primary Function Total
Application - Departmental 30
Application - Enterprise 8
Database 9
Email/Calendar 4
File/Print 28
Other/Unspecified 19
Web 12
Grand Total 110

Sum of Quantity Type

Department Desktop Laptop Grand Total
Aviation and Public Transportation 57 12 69
DFA 64 8 72
Fire 53 42 95
HR 11 3 14
IT 30 15 45
Legal 58 14 72
Library 142 15 157
Mayor 25 11 36
Parks & Rec 161 10 171
PDS 114 40 154
Police 216 30 246
Public Works 114 7 121
Public Works - Operations 82 10 92
Grand Total 1127 217 1344

The tables below provide a summarized view of the City’s inventory.

Workstation Counts by Department and TypeServer Count by Function

Workstations 1,344 Workstations 1,344
Current # of email/calendaring servers 4 Current # of file/print servers 28
Ratio of workstations to email/calendaring servers 336 :1 Ratio of workstation to file/print servers 48 :1

Email/Calendar Servers File/Print Servers
Server Ratios

In PTI’s experience, this ratio can 
be upwards of 500:1 without 
service degradation – room for 
improvement exists.

In PTI’s experience, this ratio can be 
upwards of 250:1 without service 
degradation – room for improvement 
exists here as well.
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IT Strategic Issues

Strategic IT issues identify the most important technology challenges facing the City. The following presents the key 
questions that must be answered by this plan.

What is the best way to staff and organize IT service delivery at the City?

How can the City find the balance between centralized and decentralized support? What is the appropriate level of staffing? In what ways 
can the City more efficiently leverage areas of specialization?

What is the optimal approach for meeting the City’s ERP and other business application needs?

How can the City develop a more architected application portfolio and leverage existing investments to achieve that goal? How does the 
application portfolio assist the City in providing service to its constituents? What are primary and secondary business application needs?

How can the City improve the efficiency and effectiveness of its technology infrastructure?

What is the best means for improving quality of service through technology infrastructure? How can the City leverage existing assets? What 
new investments need to be made? What are the priorities of these investments?

How can the City improve its approach to IT decision-making?

What checks and balances are needed for decision-making? How can the City streamline the decision-making process and reduce 
bureaucracy? How can the City operate more like a private entity and reduce excess spending?

How can the City best leverage technology to improve service to internal and external customers?

What is the best approach to developing regional partnerships? How can technology increase service to constituents?
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3
Strategy

Development
Overview

The assessment findings and strategic issues guided the 
development of the recommendations detailed in this 
chapter. We validated our recommendations in an 
implementation planning workshop with the City.

This chapter presents our recommendations, along with 
their attendant benefits.

It contains:
♦ IT Goal State
♦ IT Decision Making Recommendations
♦ IT Service Delivery Recommendations
♦ Applications Recommendations
♦ Technical Infrastructure Recommendations

The next chapter outlines an implementation plan that 
defines specific actions the City needs to take to implement 
our recommendations and achieve its IT goal state.

1Assessment

Strategy Strategy 
Development Development 

223Implementation 
Planning 
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Strategy

DevelopmentIT Goal State

An IT goal state defines an agreed-upon vision for the future of technology within an organization. We used the 
“SMART” framework to brainstorm an IT goal state with the project steering committee. The following table presents 
the City’s IT goal state, along with suggested measures for each goal.

Goal Suggested Measures
Progress toward completion of IT service delivery and 
technical infrastructure recommendations

Number of joint initiatives/projects; cost of identified service
delivery; customer satisfaction survey

Specific measurable objectives are identified for technology 
projects; before and after measures are taken

Customer satisfaction survey; count of “shadow” applications; 
count of major areas where redundant data entry or 
significant manual processing is required

Ratio of workstations to workstation-support staff and servers 
to server-administration labor; count security incidents; 
measure uptime; trend total number of servers

Customer satisfaction survey; trend labor costs for key IT 
service delivery areas, including workstation support, server 
administration, network administration, and application 
support, cost per trouble ticket, etc.

Customer satisfaction survey; trend transactions completed 
over the Internet; count of cross-jurisdiction initiatives

Technology directly supports Boise’s “One City” 
goal

The City uses information technology to foster 
collaboration and partnership with other entities

Boise consistently measures the return on its 
technology investments

The City’s applications effectively streamline 
business processes and integrate information 
management

The City’s technology infrastructure is cost-
effective, secure, responsive and reliable

The City takes an outcome-based, accountable 
approach to IT service delivery and investments

Boise uses information technology to improve 
service to constituents and governmental partners

greed

ealistic

ime-bound

easurable

pecific
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Development
Recommendations 

Overview

The remainder of this chapter presents our recommendations, organized by the four IT planning dimensions:
♦ IT Decision Making
♦ IT Service Delivery
♦ Applications
♦ IT Infrastructure

These recommendations guide the development of projects and the associated workplan set forth in chapter 4. 
Please refer to Appendix B for additional information regarding projects and related costs. See Appendix C for staffing analysis and more detail 
regarding reorganization recommendations.
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Overview

IT decision-making recommendations target improving the governance processes associated with IT direction and 
attendant investments.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT 
Infrastructure

IT Service 
Delivery 

The following pages outline our recommendations regarding 
IT decision-making, with associated benefits. We based these 
recommendations on our findings – and targeted them 
towards addressing the key issues surrounding IT decision-
making at the City.

Included in this section is the agreed-upon decision-making 
model and the attendant roles and responsibilities, created in 
partnership with the project’s steering committee.
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IT Decision Making 
Recommendations

Improving IT governance enhances leadership and helps ensure that the City gets an effective return on its IT 
investments.

Recommendation Benefit

Revise the existing CIO job description – increasing the 
position’s city-wide technology authority, including the 
authority to establish IT standards and recommend 
approval or halting of IT investments.

Single point of responsibility for overall technology direction;
fewer “siloed” decisions; better alignment with Boise’s “One 
City” strategic goal.

Improve accounting controls around IT expenditures:
♦ Revise the IT chargeback model to better align services with fees and 

be more easily understood by customers
♦ Require IT expenditures to be coded to meaningful cost objects

Customers understand what services they receive for their 
money – and have a way of gauging the associated value. 
The City is able to track its IT expenditures.

Identify and prioritize opportunities for collaboration and 
partnership with other entities.

Potentially reduces service redundancies and offers 
opportunities to achieve economies of scale, facilitates 
constituent access to government services.
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IT Decision Making 

Recommendations (cont.)

Recommendation Benefit

Develop a strategic eGovernment plan – focusing 
on high-volume customer transactions.

Creates a strategy for handling major customer contact points on-line; 
reduces City labor effort; improves services to constituents.

Conduct a municipal wireless study to evaluate the 
provision of low-cost broadband access to all City 
citizens.

Leads the City to an informed decision in this politically-sensitive area. 
Potentially bridges the “digital divide” by providing high-speed internet 
access as a municipal utility service.

Implement the recommended IT decision-making 
model and associated roles and responsibilities 
(see the following pages for the model and 
roles/responsibilities).

Improved decision-making process with checks and balances to 
streamline investment decisions. Stronger leadership from the CIO 
position.
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Recommendations (cont.)

The model was 
developed in a 
workshop with 
the project 
steering 
committee

This model 
provides a 
means to assess 
future IT 
initiatives and 
guide investment 
decisions

The following 
page presents 
roles and 
responsibilities 
attendant to the 
model

Recommended IT Decision Making Model
Business need 

identified

Department review

Proceed?

Project terminated

Develop
project summary

CIO
clearinghouse

Multi-
departmental

?

Department
review

Resources 
available?

Develop
concept memo

Executive 
management 
team review

Implement within 
department

Proceed?

Pursue within 
one department?

Develop
business case

CIO
prioritization

IBT 
review

To budget 
process

o Customer
o Outside Agency
o Staff

o Checks standards
o Existing projects
o Environmental scan

o Standard format
o Builds on project summary
o Identifies resources required and benefits
o Scaled to size of project
o Shared responsibility for development -- CIO 

with department

o Begins project 
documentation

o Standard format
o One page or less

o Standard format
o Builds on concept memo
o Scaled to size of project
o Details cost/benefits and builds out 

resource requirements
o Shared responsibility for development --

IT and departmental staff as required

o Prioritizes all projects
o Matches infrastructure 

requirements to project

o Provides informed consent 
on technology-related 
projects

o Makes recommendations to 
executive management team

CITY OF BOISE 
TECHNOLOGY DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

Originated: 8/22/05    Updated: 9/07/05

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Project terminated

No

No

Yes

DecisionProcess

Annotations

Legend

Outcome

Flow

EMT
review

Yes

3-7
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3
Strategy

Development
IT Decision Making 

Recommendations (cont.)

Business Case:Project Summary
Less formal (e.g., one to three pages)

Allows decision makers to explore ideas without 
placing too much of a burden on staff

Includes:
• Brief statement of problem
• Brief description of proposed solution/investment
• High-level cost estimate
• Identification of impacted stakeholders and business processes
• Benefits
• Alignment with IT Strategic Plan and City Strategic Plan

The recommended decision-making model includes requirements for submission of a project summary, a concept 
memo, and a business case. The following presents suggested contents for the respective documents.

Most formal

Requires thorough financial analysis

Includes:
• Brief investment description
• Business assessment – includes:

• Description of existing situation and problem
• Description of proposed changes 
• Other alternatives considered 
• Description of proposed technology 
• Impacts on other business units
• Measurements and major deliverables
• Project organization
• Disposal of old technology

• Financial impacts – includes:
• One-time costs
• Ongoing costs
• Cost/benefit analysis, including return on investment
• Intangible benefits
• Risk assessment
• Funding sources

Concept Memo
Builds on project summary

Provides more detail on resources required, and 
tangible and intangible benefits

Involves CIO and business units
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3
Strategy

Development
IT Decision Making 

Recommendations (Cont.)

TECHNOLOGY TEAMS
Provide input on infrastructure standards
Prioritize major infrastructure 
investments

CITY EMPLOYEE/SUPERVISOR
Identifies customer needs/wants
Develops initial project proposal
Makes recommendation to department

INTERDEPARTMENTAL BUSINESS 
TEAM (IBT)

Takes an enterprise view on improving 
business processes via technology
Ensures good communication across 
departments regarding proposed 
investments – for both external 
customers and internal needs
Makes recommendations to the executive 
management team, including 
comments/suggested revisions to CIO 
prioritizations

DEPARTMENT
Prioritizes projects
Approves concept, project, etc.
Provides input on standards and 
standards exceptions
Communicates process to employees
Provides feedback & status updates to 
staff
Leads development of project summary, 
concept memo and business case – in 
partnership with CIO

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (CIO)
Serves as clearinghouse for all 
information technology related requests
Maintains inventory of all information 
technology related projects
Checks for conformance with City 
standards
Assess/prioritizes all technology-related 
projects for IBT consent/review
Identifies issues for executive 
management team and IBT, and makes 
recommendations
Assigns  technology teams and staff to 
assist in evaluations of business cases, 
etc.
Assesses multi-departmental impacts
Assists in developing concept 
memo/business case

The following presents the roles and responsibilities for the major participants in the decision-making process.

IT Decision Making Roles and Responsibilities
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3
Strategy

Development
IT Service Delivery 

Overview

IT service delivery recommendations address staffing improvements and customer service enhancements

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT 
Infrastructure

IT Service 
Delivery

The following pages outline the key recommendations 
associated with IT service delivery, including related 
organization charts. They directly address the strategic issues 
outlined in the previous chapter and are geared toward 
improving service and reducing costs.

See Appendix C for detailed staffing analysis and a 
quantitative analysis of the reorganization recommendations.
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3
Strategy

Development
IT Service Delivery 
Recommendations

The following presents PTI’s IT service delivery recommendations and associated benefits:

Recommendation Benefit

With the exception of the airport1, centralize all 
infrastructure-related services and enterprise 
application support under I&T while retaining business 
application support within the departments (refer to the 
organization charts on pages 3-13 and 3-14 for additional 
details).

Tighter controls and more centralized infrastructure increases 
security and improves management of City-owned IT 
infrastructure. It also reduces duplication of services; realizes 
economies of scale; and allows support staff to become more 
specialized. Leaves business units in control of their application 
support. 

Move GIS services to I&T – promoting and supporting 
an enterprise approach to GIS development and 
maintenance activities.

Broadens availability of GIS to the organization; enhances service 
and provides faster turnaround time for GIS activities.

Gain staffing efficiencies through:
♦ Building a professional help desk
♦ Increasing ratio of workstations to workstation support staff from 

124:1 to 200:1
♦ Server consolidation and optimization – reducing server 

administration labor needs
♦ Formalized standards, policies, and procedures, fostering 

repeatable, consistent approaches to work
♦ Reducing redundant labor spent on administrative activities

Provides a more efficient and cost-effective approach to IT service 
delivery.

1 The one exception to the centralization recommendation is the Airport, which should retain its current IT service delivery 
configuration.  Airport IT responds to a very different set of customers than other City departments, and requires IT staff to 
support a unique mix a business applications, security systems, and control systems.  Centralizing these functions, or parts of 
these functions, would likely degrade customer service without offering significant efficiency gains. 
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IT Service Delivery 

Recommendations (cont.)

Recommendation Benefits

Reallocate IT labor saved toward business application 
support – keeping total IT staffing at the current level. This 
shift should focus on areas that are under-served today.

Focuses IT labor effort on the area that provides the greatest 
direct benefit to the business units.

Develop formal standards, policies ,and operating 
procedures to guide IT service delivery.

Improves consistency and efficiency of IT services, simplifies 
training, aligns the IT organization with best practices.

Reorganize IT as shown on the following pages –
flattening the organization and separating the security role 
from operations.

Improves management and control of central IT staff.

Clarify roles for all IT staff – increasing specialization as 
appropriate.

Fosters a professional approach to IT service delivery, with 
clearly-defined responsibilities for support personnel. Provides 
greater depth of technical skill.

Address 24/7 support needs. Clarifies service level needs for 24/7 departments such as 
Police and Fire; addresses those needs by extending services 
as appropriate.

Eliminate custom development unless no viable and cost-
effective alternative exists.

Focuses the City’s labor effort on core business competencies; 
leverages best practices inherent in vended solutions; ensures 
viable, long-term support of the City’s software.
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Recommendations (cont.)

Client Services
Manager

eBIIS
Manager

Network Operations /
Security / Research 

& Development
Manager

Help-Desk/
Training

Technical 
SupportPeopleSoft Database 

Admin

Internet Services
Manager

Network 
Operations

Security / 
Research & 

Development

Contractor 
Resource Pool

Communications
Manager

I&T Department
CIO

Sr Department 
Specialist

Project Management 
Office

A more centralized approach to the I&T department realizes economies of scale and enhances specialization. The 
following presents the before and after organization structures for the I&T department. The next page depicts a larger 
view of the I&T end state.

I&T current-state I&T end-state

Chief Information Officer 
(1)

Customer 
Services

(10)

Application 
Services

(15-28.75)

Infrastructure 
Services

(9.75)

Planning / 
Administration

(8.25)

Security 
(1)

o Help desk tier 1 (*)
o Desktop support (*)
o Training (2)
o Workstation administration (*)

* (6) distributed accordingly

o PeopleSoft
o GIS
o eGovernment
o Other departmental 

applications as requested

o Network administration (2)
o Server administration (3.25)
o Data center operations (1)
o Telephone (1)
o Database administration (1.5)

o Project management (2.5)
o Standards and policy 

development (1)
o Research and development (1)
o Procurement (1)
o Disaster recovery (0.5)
o Asset management (0.5)
o Inter-governmental relationships 

and governance (1)

Administrative Support 
(1)
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Recommendations (cont.)

Below is an enlarged depiction of the I&T end-state organization model with recommended FTE levels.

Chief Information Officer 
(1)

Customer 
Services

(10)

Application 
Services

(15-28.75)

Infrastructure 
Services

(9.75)

Planning / 
Administration

(8.25)

Security 
(1)

o Help desk tier 1 (*)
o Desktop support (*)
o Training (2)
o Workstation administration (*)

* (6) distributed accordingly

o PeopleSoft
o GIS
o eGovernment
o Other departmental 

applications as requested

o Network administration (2)
o Server administration (3.25)
o Data center operations (1)
o Telephone (1)
o Database administration (1.5)

o Project management (2.5)
o Standards and policy 

development (1)
o Research and development (1)
o Procurement (1)
o Disaster recovery (0.5)
o Asset management (0.5)
o Inter-governmental relationships 

and governance (1)

Administrative Support 
(1)

As-Is

I&T
30.87 FTEs

50%

Departments
31.30 FTEs

50%

To-Be

I&T
45.77 FTEs

74%

Departments
15.83 FTEs

26%

The “end-state” organizational model 
presented here illustrates the structure and 
staffing levels of the I&T department

The above pie chart provide a staffing 
allocation overview by percentages for the 
“as is” and “to be” city-wide organizational 
states – retaining a technology-titled FTE 
count of approximately 62

Appendix C presents additional details
Staffing levels depend on the extent to which 
business units choose to rely on I&T for 
application support.
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3
Strategy

Development
Applications Overview

Applications recommendations ensure that the City gets the maximum return on its software investments.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT 
Infrastructure

IT Service 
Delivery 

The recommendations contained within this section provide a 
clear direction for the City to enhance automation of critical 
business functions and fill key “gaps” in its application 
architecture.
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3
Strategy

Development
Applications 

Recommendations

Recommendation Benefit

Invest in the following key applications:
♦ Enterprise resource planning (ERP)
♦ Geographic Information System (GIS) integration
♦ Customer relationship management (CRM)
♦ License management
♦ Parking management
♦ Real property management
♦ Police time scheduling
♦ Integrated library management system
♦ Decision-making “dashboard”

Aligns software investment with City’s high-priority business 
needs.

Look first to existing vendors to fill automation gaps in the 
following areas:

♦ Hansen or PeopleSoft (CRM)
♦ Accela (License management)
♦ New World (Police management)

Leverages the City’s current investment; avoids further 
complication of City’s application architecture.

The following presents PTI’s application recommendations and attendant benefits.
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Recommendations (cont.)

Recommendation Benefit

Regarding PeopleSoft:
♦ Stay with the product until Oracle’s replacement is released and then 

evaluate whether to upgrade or replace with a tier-2 package
♦ Until that time, invest in training in critical areas (e.g., timekeeping, cash 

receipting, workflow)
♦ Eliminate shadow apps and dependency on paper

Maximizes value of the City’s current PeopleSoft investment. 
Appropriately times decisions about future ERP direction.

Regarding GIS:
♦ Integrate GIS with major software:

• Hansen
• Accela
• Public safety systems
• Utility billing

♦ Develop real property comprehensive planning layers
♦ Enhance County data-sharing interfaces

Extends utility of the City’s GIS by integrating spatial analysis 
capabilities with critical business applications.

Regarding the City’s Web presence:
♦ Improve transactional capabilities
♦ Utilize web modules from the City’s existing packages
♦ Develop a more customer-centric interface

Enhances customer service while reducing City labor effort. 
Addresses increasing citizen demand for eGovernment 
capabilities.
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Recommendations (cont.)

Recommendation Benefit

Expand the use of Hansen maintenance management to 
other areas that have significant infrastructure 
maintenance demands, notably parks and recreation.

Leverages installed software to address needs in related City 
business functions.

Regarding permit management:
♦ Plan for a migration to Accela Automation
♦ Eliminate custom-developed field automation and IVR as part of this 

transition

Provides proactive approach to addressing the City’s permit 
management automation needs – aligned with marketplace 
realities. Reduces reliance on internally-developed software.

Regarding police automation:
♦ As a major stakeholder, take a more active role in Title 31-funded 

technology directions
♦ Invest in timekeeping/scheduling software
♦ Reassess current case management system for potential New World 

applicability

More effectively uses Title-31 monies to the City’s benefit. 
Helps ensure continued ease of regional public safety data 
sharing. Enhances provision of mission critical City service. 
Helps public safety departments manage overtime. Reduces 
reliance on custom-developed applications.
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Applications

Prioritization Results

Using the gap analysis and perceived business needs as a foundation, the steering committee employed a normative 
voting process to prioritize City application investments. The table below presents the voting results, which informed 
our application recommendations.

Ideal Application Gap Votes Rank
Timekeeping Severe 90 1
Financial Management Severe 85 2
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Moderate 55 3
Human Resources Severe 34 4
Customer Relationship Management Severe 24 5
Integrated Library Management System (ILMS) Moderate 20 6
Point-of-Sale/Cash Receipting Severe 18 7
License Management Severe 16 9
Police Records Management Moderate 16 9
City Parking Management Severe 15 11
Real Property Management Severe 15 11
eGovernment (Internet/Web) Moderate 13 13
Fire Records Management Moderate 13 13
Emergency Management Severe 11 14
Decision Support Severe 10 15

These four applications are all 
part of PeopleSoft – the City’s 
ERP package. 
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Overview

IT infrastructure recommendations address the City’s network and hardware – now and in the future.

IT Decision 
Making

Applications IT Infra -
structure 

IT Service 
Delivery 

This section presents PTI’s technical infrastructure 
recommendations for the City of Boise. They are directed 
toward providing the City with a cost-effective, secure, 
responsive, and reliable environment – in alignment with the 
City’s IT goal state.

Appendix D provides supporting information.
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Recommendations

Recommendation Benefit

Reduce the number of data centers and move to a 
professionally-managed operations environment:

♦ Consolidate servers and standardize configurations as progress is made
♦ Ensure that proper environmentals are in place
♦ Take an enterprise view of storage management by implementing a 

comprehensive backup system and considering a storage area network

Reduces infrastructure costs; enhances the City’s 
provision of reliable, secure, and efficient support of 
business services.

Leverage the airport IT infrastructure including:
♦ Upcoming fiber upgrade
♦ PBX and central switching
♦ Housing servers

Leverages the City’s recent infrastructure investments; 
extends capabilities to the enterprise; enhances 
telephony, connectivity, and server management.

The following presents PTI’s technical infrastructure recommendations and attendant benefits.

*    Small reductions may be possible through application stacking 
as the technology to support this stabilizes.

**  Significant reductions may be possible, although a future state 
cannot be targeted without further analysis.

Primary Server Function Current State Future State % Change
Application - Departmental 30 * tbd
Application - Enterprise 8 * tbd
Database 9 * tbd
Email/Calendar 4 3 25%
File/Print 28 6 79%
Other/Unspecified 19 ** tbd
Web 12 ** tbd

Potential Server Optimization
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Recommendations (cont.)

Recommendation Benefits

Improve city-wide network management by actively 
monitoring service levels and security, and by enhancing 
spam/virus protection.

Ensures that services are delivered as promised; reduces 
volume of unnecessary emails; diminishes system down-time.

Enhance city-wide networking:
♦ Implement desktop standards
♦ Improve connectivity to remote sites
♦ Implement wireless network

Improves productivity; enhances workstation support efficiency 
and effectiveness.

Update and test disaster recovery plan and simulate a 
disaster event to ensure robustness of plan.

Fosters the City’s ability to restore services in the event of a
calamity; ensures that associated plans are effective and 
viable.

The following chapter presents a specific set of projects – with associated cost and schedule projections – intended to 
implement our recommendations.
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4
Implementation
Plan

Overview

Based on the strategic recommendations in the previous chapter, PTI 
developed a series of key projects aimed at improving IT decision making, 
service delivery, applications and technical infrastructure.

This chapter outlines the projects, costs, and attendant schedule 
necessary to implement the plan’s major recommendations, including:
♦ Recommended Projects
♦ Summary of Project Costs
♦ Summary of Annualized Project Costs
♦ Recommended Project Schedule
♦ Critical Success Factors
♦ Project Summaries

By implementing these projects, City can do a better job of harnessing IT to 
achieve its overall mission of providing exceptional municipal services. 1Assessment

Strategy 
Development 

233Implementation Implementation 
PlanningPlanning
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4
Implementation
Plan

Recommended Projects

This page depicts our recommended projects, 
organized by IT planning dimensions. The final 
section of this chapter provides brief project 
descriptions, while appendix B contains more 
detailed descriptions and related cost 
assumptions.

Application Projects
A1.   Implement PeopleSoft improvement program
A2.   Implement customer relationship management (CRM)
A3.   Develop geographic information system (GIS) integration
A4.   Migrate to Accela Automation
A5.   Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation
A6.   Complete utility billing implementation*
A7.   Implement police time scheduling
A8.   Implement license management (Accela)
A9.   Implement parking management
A10. Implement real property management
A11. Implement integrated library management systems
A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"
A13. Upgrade City website

IT Service Delivery Projects
SD1. Implement organization recommendations
SD2. Develop organization transition plan
SD3. Develop operation standards and policies

IT Decision-Making Projects
DM1. Implement decision-making model
DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description
DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanisms
DM4. Develop regional partnership plan
DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan
DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data
DM7. Develop citizen wireless project study
DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

Technical Infrastructure Projects
TI1.  Optimize wired network plan
TI2.  Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS
TI3.  Implement desktop standards
TI4.  Consolidate data centers
TI5.  Update and test disaster recovery plan
TI6.  Improve telephony
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Summary of Project 
Costs

These cost-estimates provide the City with a framework for budgeting the recommended projects.

Cost figures represent 
incremental 
expenditures

Internal City labor is 
not incorporated into 
the costs

Scope of this study 
does not include hard 
dollar benefits

* Project already budgeted
(1) Lower-end estimates assume the ongoing development effort is completed with internal staff. Upper-end estimates assume that the 
development effort is halted, with a package procured in its place.

One-Time Costs Recurring Costs One-Time Costs Recurring Costs

200,000$              -$                          450,000$              -$                          
23,000$                4,600$                  59,000$                11,800$                
22,000$                -$                          94,000$                18,800$                

245,000$              48,000$                1,000,000$           72,000$                
57,500$                8,700$                  78,000$                12,400$                

-$                          -$                          150,000$              30,000$                
60,000$                12,000$                75,000$                15,000$                
60,000$                8,000$                  120,000$              16,000$                
22,500$                15,000$                100,000$              20,000$                
40,000$                8,000$                  100,000$              20,000$                

* * * *
* * * *

12,000$                16,900$               520,000$             33,800$               
Subtotal -- Application Projects 742,000$              121,200$             2,746,000$          249,800$             

-$                          -$                          50,000$                -$                          
-$                          -$                          10,000$                -$                          
-$                          -$                          75,000$                -$                          
-$                          -$                          100,000$              -$                          
-$                          -$                          200,000$              -$                          
-$                          -$                          80,000$                16,000$                
-$                          -$                          80,000$                -$                          
-$                         -$                         75,000$               -$                         

Subtotal -- Decision Making Projects -$                         -$                         670,000$             16,000$               

-$                          -$                          200,000$              -$                          
-$                          -$                          100,000$              -$                          
-$                         -$                         80,000$               -$                         

Subtotal -- Service Delivery Projects -$                         -$                         380,000$             -$                         

-$                          -$                          150,000$              -$                          
5,000$                  15,000$                36,000$                48,000$                

205,328$              28,170$                410,656$              56,340$                
253,825$              -$                          507,650$              -$                          

-$                          -$                          200,000$              75,000$                
* * * *

Subtotal -- Technical Infrastructure Projects 464,153$              43,170$               1,304,306$          179,340$             
Total - All Projects 1,206,153$           164,370$             5,100,306$          445,140$             

TI6.  Improve telephony

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description
DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanisms

A11. Implement integrated library management systems
A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"
A13. Upgrade City website

DM1. Implement decision-making model

TI3.  Implement desktop standards
TI4.  Consolidate data centers
TI5.  Update and test disaster recovery plan

Lower-End Estimate Upper-End Estimate

A2.   Implement customer relationship management (CRM)
A3.   Develop geographic information system (GIS) integration

Application Projects

A8.   Implement license management (Accela)

A1.   Implement PeopleSoft improvement program

A5.   Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation

A7.   Implement police time scheduling

A4.   Migrate to Accela Automation

A6.   Complete utility billing implementation (1)

IT Decision-Making Projects

IT Service Delivery Projects

A9.   Implement parking management

DM4. Develop regional partnership plan
DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan

A10. Implement real property management

SD1. Implement organization recommendations

DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data

TI2.  Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS
TI1.  Optimize wired network plan

Technical Infrastructure Projects

DM7. Develop citizen wireless project study
DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

SD2. Develop organization transition plan
SD3. Develop operation standards and policies
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Summary of Annualized 
Project Costs

Annualized costs provide a long-range horizon for effective planning of scarce resources.

Cost figures are based 
on an average of low-
end and high-end cost 
estimates

Internal City labor is not 
incorporated into the 
costs

Figures are not indexed 
for inflation

* Project already budgeted
(1) Lower-end estimates assume the ongoing development effort is completed with internal staff. Upper-end estimates 
assume that the development effort is halted, with a package procured in its place.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 4-Year
Totals

65,000$            130,000$        130,000$        -$                    325,000$            
15,033$          35,533$          15,033$          65,600$              

43,500$            23,900$          9,400$            9,400$            86,200$              
-$                     267,500$        475,000$        60,000$          802,500$            
-$                     -$                    78,300$          10,550$          88,850$              

75,000$            15,000$          15,000$          15,000$          120,000$            
36,000$            58,500$          13,500$          13,500$          121,500$            

-$                     72,000$          42,000$          12,000$          126,000$            
40,833$            23,333$          17,500$          17,500$          99,167$              

-$                     -$                    46,667$          37,333$          84,000$              
* * * * *
* * * * *
-$                     158,350$       158,350$       25,350$         342,050$           

Subtotal -- Application Projects 260,333$          763,617$       1,021,250$    215,667$       2,260,867$        

16,667$            66,667$          16,667$          -$                    100,000$            
50,000$            -$                    -$                    -$                    50,000$              
40,000$            -$                   -$                   -$                   40,000$             

Subtotal -- Decision Making Projects 106,667$          66,667$         16,667$         -$                   190,000$           

25,000$            -$                    -$                    -$                    25,000$              
5,000$              -$                    -$                    -$                    5,000$                

-$                     25,000$          12,500$          -$                    37,500$              
-$                     -$                    50,000$          -$                    50,000$              
-$                     100,000$        -$                    -$                    100,000$            

40,000$            8,000$            8,000$            8,000$            64,000$              
-$                     -$                    40,000$          -$                    40,000$              
-$                     18,750$         18,750$         -$                   37,500$             

Subtotal -- Service Delivery Projects 70,000$            151,750$       129,250$       8,000$           359,000$           

56,250$            18,750$          -$                    -$                    75,000$              
37,500$            43,500$          31,500$          31,500$          144,000$            

205,328$          144,919$        42,255$          42,255$          434,757$            
126,913$          253,825$        -$                    -$                    380,738$            
100,000$          -$                    37,500$          -$                    137,500$            

* * * * *
Subtotal -- Technical Infrastructure Projects 525,991$          460,994$       111,255$       73,755$         1,171,995$        

Total - All Projects 962,991$          1,443,027$    1,278,422$    297,422$       3,981,861$        

IT Decision-Making Projects

TI2.  Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS
TI1.  Optimize wired network plan

DM7. Develop citizen wireless project study
DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data

Technical Infrastructure Projects

TI3.  Implement desktop standards
TI4.  Consolidate data centers
TI5.  Update and test disaster recovery plan
TI6.  Improve telephony

A1.   Implement PeopleSoft improvement program
A2.   Implement customer relationship management (CRM)
A3.   Develop geographic information system (GIS) integration
A4.   Migrate to Accela Automation

Application Projects

A5.   Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation

DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanisms

A8.   Implement license management (Accela)
A9.   Implement parking management
A10. Implement real property management
A11. Implement integrated library management systems
A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"

SD1. Implement organization recommendations

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description

A6.   Complete utility billing implementation (1)

SD3. Develop operation standards and policies

A7.   Implement police time scheduling

DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan
DM4. Develop regional partnership plan

A13. Upgrade City website

IT Service Delivery Projects

DM1. Implement decision-making model

SD2. Develop organization transition plan
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Recommended Project 
Schedule

The schedule below sets expectations and presents de-facto project priorities and dependencies.

The workplan was 
validated with the 
project steering 
committee.

IT should be 
periodically 
updated as needs 
change.

Task Name
Applications

A1. Implement PeopleSoft improvement program

A2. Implement customer relationship management (CRM)

A3. Develop geographic information system (GIS) interface

A4. Migrate to Accela Automation

A5. Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation

A6. Complete utility billing implementation

A7. Implement police time scheduling

A8. Implement license management

A9. Implement parking management

A10. Implement real property management

A11. Implement integrated library management systems

A12. Implement decision-making "dashboard"

A13. Upgrade City website

IT Decision-Making
DM1. Implement decision-making model

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description

DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanism

DM4. Develop regional partnership plan

DM5. Develop eGovernment strategic plan

DM6. Gather baseline and performance metric data

DM7. Conduct citizen wireless project study

DM8. Develop regional public safety automation plan

IT Service Delivery
SD1. Implement organization recommendations

SD2. Develop organization transition plan

SD3. Develop operation standards and policies

Technical Infrastructure
TI1. Optimize wired network plan

TI2. Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS

TI3. Implement desktop standards

TI4. Consolidate data centers

TI5. Update and test disaster recovery plan

TI6. Improve telephony

Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Qtr 1
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
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Critical Success Factors

Sufficient resources (i.e., funding and personnel) are available

Council supports the strategic plan and associated projects

Resources are aligned with business needs

Clearly articulated, detailed, and approved “tactical” transition plan (including 
budget and staffing impacts) is in place

Benefits are articulated and understood

Communications plan is in place to keep staff apprised of organizational changes

Clear lines of authority with delineated roles and responsibilities are established

Service level agreements are put into place

The project steering committee identified the following critical success factors – elements that must be in place for the City 
to effectively implement this strategic IT plan.
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Project Summaries

DM1. Implement decision-making model
• Description: Establish the governance processes and attendant roles and responsibilities.

• Benefits: Aligns IT decisions with overall City needs, guides a more informed process for technology investments.

DM2. Revise Chief Information Officer (CIO) job description
• Description: Strengthen the authority of the CIO position as reflected in the decision-making model.

• Benefits: Enhances technology leadership, improves oversight of services delivered to internal and external customers, 
enhances cost controls and program management, streamlines the decision-making process.

DM3. Improve IT accounting control/chargeback mechanisms
• Description: Revamp IT accounting codes and charge-back system.

• Benefits: Better tracking of IT expenditures, aligns charge-backs with services delivered patterns, creates incentives for cost 
controls; allows customers to understand what they pay for services.

DM4.  Develop regional partnership plan
• Description: Create partnerships with regional governments and municipal services.

• Benefits: Efficient usage of resources, reduces redundancies in services and resources, maximizes economies of scale, 
improves citizen service.

The following briefly describes each recommended decision-making project and associated benefits:
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Project Summaries (cont.)

DM5.  Develop eGovernment strategic plan
• Description: Establish a vision for the City’s web presence, focused on high-volume transactions.

• Benefits: Robust and effective City website that delivers accessible, up-to-date, and relevant transaction-based services to 
citizens and City business partners, fewer citizen trips to City hall, reduces manual transaction processing.

DM6.  Gather baseline and performance metric data
• Description: Develop and gather key metrics for consistent benchmarking of business unit performance (e.g. cost per utility bill, 

cost per paycheck, workstation support cost, etc.).

• Benefits: Creates measurable data to gauge performance, improves tracking of City efficiency and utilization of resources, 
provides quantifiable data to measure impacts of projects.

DM7.  Conduct citizen wireless project study
• Description: Initiate study to investigate feasibility, costs, and benefits of implementing city-wide wireless infrastructure to provide 

internet connectivity for citizens.

• Benefits: Develops a strategy for municipal owned wireless for long-term planning, ensures City remains a leader in technology 
investments, provides affordable Internet access to all Boise residents.

DM8.  Develop regional public safety automation plan
• Description: Initiate study to develop a strategic plan for improving automation of regional public safety services.

• Benefits: Better use of Title-31 funds, improves regional public safety automation – leading to improved public safety.
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Project Summaries (cont.)

SD1.  Implement organization recommendations
• Description: Restructures the existing city-wide deployment of IT resources, centralizing responsibilities for 

“commodity” IT services.

• Benefits: More effective and efficient service delivery, allows departmental IT staff to focus more directly on 
application software support, maximizes labor economies of scale and reduces costs.

SD2.  Develop organization transition plan
• Description: Develops a detailed plan for making the recommended organization changes, addressing timing, 

personnel, budget, and service level issues.

• Benefits: Helps ensure a successful transition to the new IT organization by addressing labor, budget, and service 
delivery concerns.

SD3.  Develop operation standards and policies
• Description: Develops a set of standards and policies around IT security, privacy, computer use, and the formal 

documentation of standards and policies around customer communications and department operations.

• Benefits: Definitive resource to refer to for IT standards and policies, improved day-to-day operations and 
associated controls, improved ability to track IT effort

The following briefly describes each recommended IT service delivery project and associated benefits:
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Project Summaries (cont.)

The following briefly describes each recommended application project and associated benefits:

A1.  Implement PeopleSoft improvement program
• Description: Ensure all installed functions of PeopleSoft are being fully utilized, implement un-used components, 

revise business processes as necessary. Initial focus should include timekeeping, cash receipting, and use of 
workflow to eliminate paper-based processes.

• Benefits: Maximizes City’s return on investment, increases staff efficiency, better financing and human resource 
management.

A2.  Implement customer relationship management (CRM)
• Description: Captures and tracks feedback on service requests from constituents.
• Benefits: Improves citizen access to City government, allows better match of customer needs with governmental 

services, facilities monitoring of customer usage of services and development of forecasting methodologies for 
meeting those needs.

A3.  Develop geographic information system (GIS) integration
• Description: Complete migration to new data format, develop interfaces necessary to integrate GIS to map-oriented 

applications and with the County (e.g. Hansen, Accela, utility billing, public safety records management, etc.).
• Benefits: Improves data sharing with County and business units, provides internal and external customers with up-to-

date mapping data, improves utility of interfaced applications.
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Project Summaries (cont.)

A4.  Migrate to Accela Automation
• Description: Deploy web-based permit management system (the most current version of the software), eliminating 

custom applications where possible.
• Benefits: Web interface for improved access, increased system features and user efficiency, better intra-system 

communications and interfacing, enhances IVR and wireless connectivity, real-time access, reduces dependency on 
custom developed applications.

A5.  Expand Hansen maintenance management implementation
• Description: Enhance current Hansen implementation for parks and maintenance management needs.
• Benefits: Better integration with other systems, improves field automation, reduces costs to support City 

infrastructure, maximizes return on City’s software investment.

A6.   Complete utility billing implementation
• Description: Completes the delayed implementation of the utility billing application, seeking external assistance as 

necessary.
• Benefits: Reduced labor effort, minimizes redundant data entry, monitor and track usage of municipal utilities, 

provides a web-based mechanism for customers to pay bills

A7.  Implement police time scheduling
• Description: Implements a public-safety-specific scheduling system to reduce manual effort and improve 

management of overtime.
• Benefits: Automates manual tasks, reduces overtime labor costs.
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Project Summaries (cont.)

A8.  Implement license management (Accela)
• Description: Implement software to manage issuance and renewal of licenses (business, pets, etc.).
• Benefits: Reduces labor effort in processing licenses, faster turn-around time for customers, enhances management and 

tracking of issued licenses, links licenses to GIS for analytical purposes

A9.  Implement parking management
• Description: Deploy automation tools to manage parking citation needs.
• Benefits: Enhances City’s ability to collect and monitor parking-related revenue, replaces a failing system.

A10.  Implement real property management
• Description: Provides GIS-based tracking capability for City property and rights-of-way.
• Benefits: Reduces labor effort in management of City-owned property, better management of existing and future assets,

decreases overhead, decreases legal liability.
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Project Summaries (cont.)

A11.  Implement integrated library management systems
• Description: Improves automation of library services for internal and external use.
• Benefits: Improves customer services, automates library services such as renewals, checkouts, etc., decreases labor effort 

for library management, extends services to partner libraries, replaces an outdated system.

A12.  Implement decision-making “dashboard”
• Description: Integrate existing application data to provide targeted information to support improved City management.
• Benefits: Better-informed decision-making, quick snapshot views of current City service levels and needs.

A13.  Upgrade City website
• Description: Execute strategic web plan to enhance citizen services, develop on-line transaction capabilities, and redesign 

site to provide citizen-centric information.
• Benefits: Reduces processing time for transactional activities such as paying ticket fees and fines, improves citizen access 

to City services, more timely communication with external customers.
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Project Summaries (cont.)

The following briefly describes each recommended technical infrastructure project and associated benefits:

TI1.  Optimize wired network plan
• Description: Assess the existing network architecture, and develop a comprehensive plan to address bandwidth, wireless, 

mobile communications, quality-of-service, stability and connectivity needs, and infrastructure/data security solutions.
• Benefits: More informed decision-making surrounding enhancements and standardization of network infrastructure, guided 

infrastructure expansion in a planned and proactive manner, improved position for voice-over-IP and similar high bandwidth 
technology deployments.

TI2.  Implement mobile wireless solution for PWD and PDS
• Description: Deploy city-wide wireless infrastructure for field automation needs.

• Benefits: Enhances productivity for field staff, real-time updating of databases, instant access to necessary information, 
reduces paper-based processing.

TI3.  Implement desktop standards
• Description: Develop and deploy operating system (OS) technical standards, ensure every system meets the standards.

• Benefits: Reduces help desk workload, standardizes training and support, faster deployment time for systems, increases 
uptime for users, improves security, cost savings from high-volume licensing.
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Project Summaries (cont.)

TI4.  Consolidate data centers
• Description: Reduce the number of data centers by relocating and consolidating servers into more centralized, secure, and 

professionally-managed facilities with virus and spam protection.

• Benefits: Overall reduction in labor effort for administration and maintenance of server rooms, improves systems 
administration and security, increases up-time, enhances data recovery and disaster recovery response, reduces number 
of servers and associated replacement costs, achieves economies of scale.

TI5.  Update and test disaster recovery plan
• Description: Provide updated procedures for the resumption of IT services following a calamity and simulate disaster 

scenarios to ensure robustness of plan.

• Benefits: Protects against potential IT-related losses, improves City’s ability to recover from disaster situations, reduces 
overall downtime, ensures data security in the event of a disaster.

TI6.  Improve telephony
• Description: Execute the Boise telephony strategic plan and address telephony needs.

• Benefits: Improves standards for city-wide telephone needs, improves connectivity, reduces annual cost for lines.
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